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DETECTION OF CYBER-ATTACK IN A NETWORK  
USING ADVANCED MACHINE LEARNING  11

TECHNIQUES  
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ABSTRACT: In contemporary society,  
reliance on cyberspace permeates every  

facet of daily life, leading to an increase in  

cybercrimes and threats. While novel  

innovations offer significant advantages to  

KEYWORDS: Data Preprocessing, Cyber  
Attack, SVM, ANN, CNN, Random  

Forest, CICIDS2017.  

INTRODUCTION  

The utilization of machine learning has  3

become pivotal in the detection of cyber-  

attacks, with various algorithms being  

employed for this purpose. This study  

endeavours to conduct a comparative  

analysis of different machine learning  

methodologies utilized in identifying  

cyber-attacks, drawing insights from  

diverse metrics. The foundation of this  

paper lies in a comprehensive literature  

review of detection techniques deployed in  

identifying cyber threats. Emphasis is  

placed on comparing and contrasting  

different machine learning algorithms  

through the presentation of a comparative  

table. However, our practical experience in  

investigating unsolicited remote port scans  

has led us to observe a significant trend: a  

considerable portion of these scans  

originates from compromised hosts,  

indicating potential hostile intent. As such,  

individuals,  organizations,  

they also  

and  

governments,  introduce  

vulnerabilities. Critical issues such as  

safeguarding important data, securing  

stored information platforms, and ensuring  

data availability have emerged. Among  

these concerns, cyber terrorism stands out  

as  a paramount  challenge.  The  

proliferation of cyber threats poses  

significant risks to both individuals and  

institutions, potentially jeopardizing public  

and national security. Consequently, the  

development of Intrusion Detection  

Systems (IDS) has become imperative to  

mitigate cyber-attacks. In this study, we  

employ support vector machine (SVM)  

algorithms for port scan detection using  

the latest CICIDS2017 dataset, achieving  

precision rates of 97.80% and 69.79%  

respectively.  



considering port scans as potentially  

malicious and promptly reporting them to  

the administrators of the corresponding  

remote networks appears to be a prudent  

course of action. Nonetheless, the primary  

focus of this paper remains on the  

technical intricacies involved in port scan  

detection, independent of the interpretation  

or response strategies associated with such  

scans. Specifically, our attention is  

directed towards the detection of port  

scans through network intrusion detection  
systems (NIDS), while addressing evasion  

tactics in a manner conducive to real-world  

implementation within dynamic network  

environments.  

as well as rudimentary knowledge in  

probability theory, information theory, and  

linear algebra.  

Port scans serve two primary purposes for  

attackers: information gathering and  

disruption. While our primary focus lies in  4

the detection of information-gathering port  

scans, the threat of malicious flooding with  

excessive information remains a critical  

consideration in algorithm design. We  

introduce the concept of a "scan footprint"  

to delineate the set of port/IP combinations  

of interest to attackers, distinct from the  
scan script, which dictates the temporal  

sequence of exploration.  

LITERATURE REVIEW  
Within subsequent sections, we aim to  

provide a clear definition of port scanning,  

supplemented by illustrative examples and  

an exploration of evasion techniques  

employed by attackers. A comprehensive  

review of existing research pertaining to  

port scan detection is presented, followed  

by the introduction of proposed algorithms  

and preliminary data supporting our  

approach. Furthermore, potential avenues  5

for extending this research are discussed  

alongside considerations for broader  

applications. Throughout this paper, it is  

In the realm of cyber security, Yaokai  

Feng et al. (2018) introduced a novel  

machine learning framework aimed at  

early detection of distributed cyber-  

attacks. By discerning crucial features  2

from network traffic data, their approach  

leveraged SVM feature selection alongside  

a classifier, exhibiting notable efficacy in  

preempting cyber threats. The study  

emphasized the pivotal role of feature  

selection in optimizing algorithmic  

performance for timely detection of cyber-  

attacks.  assumed  that  readers  possess  a

foundational understanding of Internet  

protocols, fundamental concepts related to  

network intrusion detection and scanning,  

A seminal contribution by R. Christopher  

(2001), titled "Port scanning techniques  

and  the  defense  against  them,"  



disseminated by the SANS Institute,  

delineates port scanning as a prevalent  

strategy utilized by adversaries to pinpoint  

exploitable services for system infiltration.  

Systems tethered to LANs or the Internet  

via modems often host services across a  

spectrum of ports, prompting attackers to  

conduct port scans to glean information  

about active services, user ownership,  

PROPOSED SYSTEM:  

The proposed algorithm entails several  
crucial steps:  

1) Normalization of each dataset.  

2) Division of the dataset into testing and  
training sets.  

3) Creation of Intrusion Detection System  
(IDS) models utilizing RF, ANN, CNN,  
and SVM algorithms.  

anonymous  login  support,  and  4) Evaluation of the performance of each  
model.  authentication requirements. Port scanning  

entails a systematic probing of individual  
ports, with response characteristics  

indicating potential vulnerabilities. The  

significance of port scanners lies in their  

capacity to uncover security weaknesses,  

empowering network security practitioners  

to bolster system defenses. Conversely, the  

detection and mitigation of port scans are  

imperative for safeguarding network  

integrity. Measures such as restricting  

access to open ports for authorized users  

and implementing stringent access controls  11

are essential for fortifying system security  

against potential intrusions.  

Advantages:  

• Enhanced protection against malicious  
network attacks.  

• Identification and removal of malicious  
elements within an existing network.  

• Prevention of unauthorized access to the  
network by users.  

• Restriction of programs from accessing  
potentially infected resources.  

• Enhanced security for confidential  
information.  

SYSTEM DESIGN  

Limitations of the current system:  

1) Stringent regulatory constraints  

2) Complexity poses challenges for non-  
technical users  

3)  Resource  limitations  impede  
functionality  

4) Ongoing necessity for frequent patches  

5) Persistent vulnerability to cyberattacks  



METHODOLOGY  4. Phishing Attacks: Phishing scams  

attempt to steal user credentials or  

sensitive data, often by tricking  

individuals into providing passwords  

or account numbers, or by deploying  

malicious files that can infect systems  

or devices.  

The SVM, ANN, CNN, Random Forest,  

and deep learning algorithms were applied  8

to detect port scan attempts using the  

CICIDS2017 dataset. The methodology's  

flowchart is depicted in the accompanying  

figure. Initially, 692,703 records from the  
5. Ransomware: Ransomware is a  

sophisticated form of malware that  

employs strong encryption to hold  

data or system functionality hostage,  

exploiting system vulnerabilities.  

dataset  underwent  standardization.  

Subsequently, these standardized records  

were divided into a 75% training dataset  

and a 25% testing dataset. Finally, the  

models were evaluated using the testing  

dataset, and their performance metrics  10

were computed accordingly.  

6. Backdoor Trojans: Backdoor Trojans  

create a secret entry point on a  

victim's system, granting attackers  

full and remote control, which can be  

utilized for various cybercrimes.  

RELATED WORK  

1. DDoS Attacks:  A Distributed  
7. IoT-Based Attacks: Any cyber-attack  

targeting Internet of Things (IoT)  11

devices or networks qualifies as an  

IoT attack, allowing hackers to  

compromise devices, steal data, or  

enlist infected devices in botnets for  

launching DoS or DDoS attacks.  

Denial-of-Service (DDoS) Attack  

floods a server with internet traffic,  

aiming to disrupt access to linked  

online services and websites.  

2. Malware: Any software or code  

designed to inflict harm on  

computers, networks, or servers is  
categorized as malware or malicious  

software.  

8. Supply Chain Attacks: Supply chain  

attacks target trusted third-party  

vendors providing essential services  

or software, posing significant risks  

to the integrity and security of the  

supply chain ecosystem.  

3. Denial-of-Service (DoS) Attacks:  

During a DoS attack, users are unable  

to access email, websites, or other  

resources  controlled  by  a

compromised computer or network,  

though most of these attacks do not  

result in data loss.  



RESULTS:  CONCLUSION  

In this project, we aim to leverage port  

scan attempts alongside other attack types  

using AI and deep learning algorithms, as  

well as Apache Hadoop and Spark  

technologies, based on the dataset at hand.  

The integration of these advanced  

algorithms enables us to effectively detect  

cyber-attacks within networks. Over the  

years, numerous cyber-attacks have  

occurred, resulting in the accumulation of  

datasets containing information about the  
characteristics of these attacks. By  

utilizing these datasets, we endeavour to  

predict whether a cyber-attack has taken  

place. To achieve this, we employ four  

algorithms: SVM, ANN, RF, and CNN.  

This research seeks to determine which  

algorithm yields the highest accuracy rates,  

thus facilitating the identification of cyber-  

attacks with greater precision and  

reliability.  
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